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How long ______ (he/live) in New Jersey? _____ (they/leave) for work yet? Bill _____ (not/drive) very far today. Has ________ (Alan/fly) in an airplane before? Sally ______ (not read) that book yet. All worksheets are pdf files. 1st Grade Reading ComprehensionA set of passages for students at a first grade reading level.2nd Grade Reading ComprehensionA
set of articles and stories for students at a second grade reading level.3rd Grade Reading ComprehensionText for students who are reading at a third grade reading level.4th Grade Reading ComprehensionNon-fiction texts and fiction stories for students who are reading at a fourth grade reading level.5th Grade Reading ComprehensionA large
collection of fifth grade fiction passages, non-fiction articles, and poems.6th Grade Reading ComprehensionSTW has a variety of biographical articles, non-fiction articles, and poems specially written for for 6th graders.Middle School Reading ComprehensionPassages for students who are reading above the fifth grade level.Animal ArticlesPrint articles
on countless animal species, from aardvarks and armadillos to wombats and zebras. Use them in your lessons or assign them as homework to your students.Worksheets for Beginner/Elementary (A1-A2)Worksheets for Intermediate/Intermediate-Advanced (B1-B2)How to Teach Reading Comprehension (5 Tips)Incorporate Reading Comprehension
Exercises in Your ESL ClassesYou can teach reading comprehension in your ESL class by giving students exercises to complete directly after they read a passage. How long _____ (they/know) Peter? Each article has comprehension questions and a vocab activity.BiographiesHere you'll find a selection of biographical reading comprehension passages.
This forces them to pay attention to the content of what they’re reading because they know questions are coming.You can also practice active reading with your students, showing them how to pay attention to sentence structures and keywords. In the case of questions, use the indicated subject as well. _____ (he/watch) the documentary yet? Below is a
quick review of the present perfect, followed by two worksheets designed to help ESL students practice their use of the verb tense. How long has he lived in New Jersey?Peter hasn't played baseball since 1987.I have spoken Russian for 20 years.We haven't seen Tom since Christmas.Has Alan flown in an airplane before?Shannon hasn't gone to lunch
yet.Our class has taken a field trip three times this year.Where have they moved to?Jennifer has asked that question four times today.You haven't eaten lunch yet, have you?Jason has wanted to move to New York since he was 5 years old.How long have they known Peter?Alexandra has worked for IBM since 2002.Jeff has bought a few books this
week.Sally hasn't read that book yet.Have they left for work yet?Bill hasn't driven very far today.We have enjoyed eating seafood all of our lives.Has he watched the documentary yet?I haven't finished the job yet. This will help build their language ability.However, if they are really not getting a particular section, don’t be afraid to step in and help
them out. Skip to main content Use these free, printable worksheets to practice and improve reading comprehension, vocabulary and writing. At the same time, if they are going through these like a knife through butter then it’s time to turn up the difficulty level!Help Them OutTry to get your students to work things out from context as much as
possible. The present perfect is one of the most difficult tenses to teach and to learn. I _____ (not/finish) the job yet. Choose the correct time expression used with the present perfect tense. Our class _____ (take) a field trip three times this year. _______________________________________________________________________________ Conjugate the verb in
parentheses using the form indicated. 3rd grade reading comprehension worksheet Do you need English reading comprehension worksheets to supplement your ESL classroom?Check out some of the worksheets and editable documents on this page.Why Reading Comprehension Is ImportantReading comprehension, or the ability to understand the
things you read, is a vital component of any ESL curriculum.Join our mailing list to receive a free ESL teaching resource every week.Click to JoinStudents learning a second language may be able to easily and accurately pronounce the text they see on a page without actually understanding what it says, so it’s important to test them to make sure
they’re actually comprehending the things they’re reading.It’s also important to give your students strategies for reading to help them more easily understand stories and other texts.Printable ESL Reading Comprehension WorksheetsYou can download and print all of the following worksheets for free. Examples: Janet has worked at this company since
1997.We've lived in this house for five years. Since / For "Since" and "for" are common time expressions used with the present perfect tense. We _____ (not see) Tom since Christmas. Shannon _____ (not/go) to lunch yet. You _____ (not eat) lunch yet, have you? Important Note: Regular past participles in "-ed," irregular past participles of verbs vary and
must be studied. They have lived in that house for 10 years.She has just gone to the bank.Franklin hasn't arrived in Boston yet.We have worked at this company since 2008.Jason hasn't telephoned me for two weeks.How long have you known Susan?They've already studied the past simple tense.Our mothers have just left for the station.The President
has traveled to more than 20 countries since he was elected.Thomas hasn't had time to read the book yet.Alice told me she's already been to that park.My daughter's just finished her homework.Have they already spoken to Mr. Peters?I've just interviewed the best candidate for the job.Our coach hasn't chosen the starting team yet.Bob and Tim
have already decided where they are going on vacation.Have you purchased a new computer yet?Sam has wanted to go to Japan since he was a little child.Jason hasn't worked here for very long.Our boss has just hired a new engineer. The present perfect is often used either to reference life experiences, to invoke recent past events that have
influenced the present moment or to reference a span of time that began in the past and extends into the present. Alexandra _____ (work) for IBM since 2002. This includes being able to recognize the parts of a sentence, having phonological awareness, the ability to apply word analysis skills, and the ability to read with some measure of fluency and
accuracy. They have lived in that house (since/for) 10 years.She has (just/yet) gone to the bank.Franklin hasn't arrived in Boston (yet/already)We have worked at this company (since/for) 2008.Jason hasn't telephoned me (since/for) two weeks.How (long/much) have you known Susan?They've (already/yet) studied the past simple tense.Our mothers
have (just/yet) left for the station.The president has traveled to more than 20 countries (since/for) he was elected.Thomas hasn't had time to read the book (just/yet).Alice has told me she's (yet/already) been to that park.My daughter's (just/since) finished her homework.Have they (already/yet) spoken to Mr. Peters?I've (just/for) interviewed the best
candidate for the job.Our coach hasn't chosen the starting team (already/yet).Bob and Tim have (already/yet) decided where they are going on vacation.Have you purchased a new computer (just/yet)?Sam has wanted to go to Japan (for/since) he was a little child.Jason hasn't worked here (since/for) very long.Our boss has (just/yet) hired a new
engineer. The first time they read the passage, have them read it out loud.Make a note of any words where the pronunciation needs improving and then correct them afterwards. Where _____ (they/move) to? Peter ______ (not play) baseball since 1987. This is practiced in our first grade quizzes. Sample Reading Comprehension Worksheet The present
perfect isn't a verb tense unique to English, but it can still be complicated for beginning ESL students to master. Examples: Have you finished the job yet?She's just left for Chicago.They've already eaten lunch. (Question Word) + have + subject + past participle? Jennifer _____ (ask) that question four times today. To improve reading comprehension,
first graders must have a strong foundation of reading skills. Examples: Has she worked here for a long time?Where has she gone? Subject + have + past participle + objects Examples: Tom has lived in New York for 10 years.We have studied French since 2003. Though French, Italian, German, and Spanish use the present perfect to address past
events, in English, the present perfect connects a past moment to the present moment in time. It should go without saying but it can be easy to forget this sometimes.Don’t be afraid to step back a level if your student is really having a rough time. Conjugate the verb in parentheses using the form indicated. Jeff _____ (buy) a few books this week. Skip
to main content Use these printable worksheets to improve reading comprehension. Over 100 free children's stories followed by comprehension exercises, as well as worksheets focused on specific comprehension topics (main idea, sequencing, etc). Sometimes, understanding just one important keyword in a sentence is enough to unlock the context
of an entire paragraph.Browse our full archive of printable ESL worksheets. Jason _____ (want) to move to New York since he was 5 years old. Your ESL students can read and answer questions at their own pace at home, strengthening their reading comprehension skills and deepening their love of learning in the process.Check PronunciationIf you are
using these worksheets in a one-to-one lesson then use it as an opportunity to test your student’s pronunciation. Included are fiction and non-fiction passages at a grade 3 level. "For" is used with periods of time. Yet / Just / Already "Yet" is used in the present perfect negative and question forms."Just" is used in the present perfect positive
form."Already" is used in the present perfect positive form. Subject + have not + past participle + objects Examples: She hasn't met Peter.They haven't finished the job yet. Features Albert Einstein, Helen Keller, George Washington, Dr. Martin Luther King, Gertrude Ederle, and many, many more.Poems and Poetry For KidsWe have a huge collection
of original poems for students at all elementary grade levels.Readers' Theater ScriptsSmall groups of students can perform these short readers' theater scripts in the classroom.Mini-Books (Very Basic)On this page you'll find a large selection of phonics-based mini-books for young readers.Literature Circle and Book ClubBook report forms, literature
circles roles, book bingo, and other reading worksheets.Language Arts WorksheetsA complete listing of the English-Language Arts content on this site.Phonics WorksheetsA complete list of the phonics worksheets on S.T.W.Early LiteracyThis section has alphabet activities, phonics worksheets, basic sentence building activities, and more. I ______
(speak) Russian for 20 years. Once the first pass is done, they can read it in their head if it helps aid their comprehension.Pick the Right LevelDon’t forget to choose a suitable worksheet for your student’s level. This helps them recognize what to look for when they’re reading and figure out what’s happening in a passage without understanding every
single word.Hand out Worksheets as HomeworkBecause reading is a solitary activity, reading comprehension worksheets are a great homework assignment for students. We _____ (enjoy) eating seafood all of our lives. "Since" is used with specific dates.
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